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INDICATOR of EXPERIENCE for MOBILE DATA NETWORKS 
SUMMARY 
In this study, introducing a new way of quality of experience calculation metodology 
is aimed. A new parameter, indicator of experience (IoE) has been introduced, which 
is a combination of quantised throughput and acceptability of the user for mobile 
internet service. Most QoE calculations use mobile client or user perception 
researches. Differently, network level statistics and radio network modeling is used 
to calculate IoE. This new approach is then compared with mobile client 
measurements in order to prove the usability of the approach. 
Mobile network statistics have been introduced and usage of these statistics have 
been explained to establish the background information. Then, mobile data and 
importance of the radio network has been explained. Modelling for the radio network 
delay has been proposed and the metodology was explained. Comparison of the 
modelling results and mobile client measurements were done to prove that the model 
is usable. 
Obtaining acceptable results shows us that there is a chance of expanding the model 
and measure IoE for each and every user by using already existing statistics for a 
mobile data network. By this way, approach is differantiate from the classical user 
surveys and/or mobile client based measurement collection methods. IoE itself is 
giving us enough information of user perception and the quantised measurement of 
user experience. For that reason, it is quantitative and can be used for different 
purposes. Having the quantised value of a specific experience and combining this 
information with different information coming from different measurements, it can 
be possible to get benefit for various areas. Some example of those areas are cell 
level optimisation, user experince management and near real time experience 
measurements, customer realtionship management, incident management and so on.. 
Finally, the IoE estimation framework is detailed along with calculations with actual 
network data for each user and some statistical measurements have been shared. To 
expand the study, another idea of replacing radio network delay model with the real 
measurement is given at the conculusion part. By this way, the concept can be used 
even within some commercial products. 
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MOBĐL VERĐ ŞEBEKELERĐ ĐÇĐN KULLANICI DENEYĐM ÖNGÖRÜSÜ 
ÖZET 
Bu çalışmada mobil veri şebekeleri için kullanıcıların yaşadıkları deneyim kalitesini 
ölçmek adına farklı bir metod önerilmektedir. Literatürde önerilen yöntemler ağırlıklı 
olarak kullanıcıların deneyimlerine ilişkin görüşlerinin anketler düzenlenerek 
alınması veya mobil cihazlara yerleştirilen akıllı yazılımlar ile deneyimlerin 
ölçülmesi şeklindedir. Bu sebeple yapılan çalışmalar örnek küme üzerinden 
deneyimin bütüne aitmiş gibi konumlandırılması esasına dayanmaktadır. Özellikle 
kullanıcı görüşlerinin alınması sonucu elde edilen veriler hem kişilerin 
beklentileriyle ilişkili olarak değişmekte hem de tarafsız olmaktan uzak kalmaktadır. 
Bu veriler üzerinden iyileştirme, düzeltme çalışmaları yapmak her zaman doğru 
sonuçlar vermeyebilir. Diğer taraftan mobil cihazlara yerleştirilmiş olan akıllı 
yazılımlar sayesinde tarafsızlık ilkesine uyum sağlanmış olsa da bu yazılımların 
kullanıcıların cihazlarına yerleştirilmesi kişisel güvenlik kaygıları oluşturmakta ve 
genele yaygınlaştırılması çok olası görünmemektedir. Bu çalışmada, bahsedilen 
yöntemlerden farklı olarak mobil şebekede bulunan sistemsel istatistiklerin 
kullanılması ve radyo şebekesinin deneyime etkisini hesaplayan bir modelin 
önerilmesiyle farklı bir hesaplama yöntemi önerilmektedir. Bu sayede sadece belli 
bir örnek küme değil, servisi deneyimleyen tüm kullanıcılar için bir sonuç verecek, 
tarafsız ve ölçülebilir veriler elde etmek mümkün olacaktır. Bu amaçla IoE 
kısaltması adı altında mobil veri servisleri kullanımlarında deneyimin başarısı 
ölçülebilir ve hesaplanabilir bir parametre ile ifade edilmiştir. 
Çalışmada öncelikle mobil veri şebekesinde yer alan sistemler tanıtılmış, mobil veri 
akışının sağlanması için gerekli haberleşme yolundan bahsedilmiş ve ardından da 
şebeke seviyesindeki sistemsel istatistiklere ilişkin bilgiler verilmiştir. Bu tanıtımın 
ardından bahsi geçen istatistiklerin hangi amaçla oluşturulduğu ve kullanıldığı 
açıklanmıştır. Sistemsel veriler üretici firmalar tarafından sistem performanslarının 
gözlenmesi amacıyla sistem yazılımları tarafından üretilecek şekilde 
tasarlanmaktadır. Bu veriler kullanılarak şebekede yer alan problemli sistemler 
belirlenmekte ve genel veya bölgesel iyileştirme çalışmaları yapılabilmektedir. 
Böylece sürekli olarak şebeke elemanları üzerinde performans iyileştirme çalışmaları 
yapılabilmekte ve genel olarak kullanıcı bazlı deneyimin de iyileşmesine katkı 
sağlanmaktadır. Bu veriler müşteri deneyiminin ölçülmesi için kullanılmak üzere 
tasarlanmamış olsalar da deneyim gerçekleştiği iletişimin önemli bir kısmına ilişkin 
değerli fikirler verebilmektedirler. Çalışmalar sırasında fark edilen önemli bir nokta 
da sistemsel verilerin çok çeşitli olduğu ve özellikle ayarlanmadıysa ölçülmeyen bir 
takım verilerin önemli bilgiler içerdiğinin belirlenmiş olmasıdır. Bu tez çalışması 
kapsamında ilgili verilerin bu amaçla nasıl kullanıldığından da bahsedilmiştir. 
Tezde bahsedilen önemli başlıklardan birisi de kalite kavramıdır. Kalite kavramının 
haberleşme teknolojileri açısından anlamı ve bu konuda tanımlar ve çalışmalar yapan 
kuruluşlar tez içerisinde tanıtılmıştır. Özellikle kalite kavramının müşteri deneyimi 
ile birlikte kullanılmasıyla ortaya çıkan deneyim kalitesi kavramı farklı araştırma 
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konularında kullanım alanı bulmuştur. Servis veren tüm kurum ve kuruluşlar için 
müşteri deneyimin ölçülmesi, üstelik doğru ölçülmesi son derece büyük önem 
taşımaktadır. Bu doğrultuda tez kapsamında literatürde uygulanan metodlar hakkında 
genel bilgiler paylaşılmış ve çalışma kapsamında nasıl kullanıldıkları açıklanmıştır. 
Daha önce ifade edildiği şekilde mobil veri deneyiminin ölçülmesi için genel şebeke 
istatistikleri yetersiz kalmaktadır. Verinin kaynağından kendisine erişmek isteyen 
mobil cihaza ulaşması için geçmesi gereken iletim hattında radyo şebekesinin önemli 
bir yeri bulunmaktadır. Bu çalışma içerisinde radyo şebekesinin deneyime etkisini 
bulabilmek için bir modelleme önerilmiş ve kullanılmıştır. Radyo şebekesi modelinin 
doğruluğunun test edilmesi için mobil cihazlar için özel olarak bir yazılım 
geliştirilmiş ve sonuçların tutarlılığı kontrol edilmiştir. Geliştirilen yazılımın ana 
hatlarıyla tanıtımı da çalışma kapsamında verilmiştir. Bu sayede hesaplanan IoE ile 
yaşanılan deneyimin başarı seviyesi hem derecelendirilmiş hem de kullanıcının algısı 
hakkında fikir edinilmesi sağlanmış olmaktadır. Bu da bize başka çalışmalar için de 
kullanılabilecek bir parametre vermektedir. Yapılabilecek çalışmalar arasında, 
şebeke hücre seviyesi iyileştirme çalışmaları, kişisel deneyimin servis bazlı tespiti ve 
iyileştirilmesi, veya deneyim gerçekleştikten hemen sonra bunun ölçülmesi gibi 
konular olabilir. 
Şebeke seviyesindeki veriler uçtan uca iletişimin bir bölümüne ilişkin fikir veriyor 
olsalarda bütüne ilişkin fikir elde edebilmek için tüm iletişim yoluna bakmamız 
gerekmektedir. Mobil cihazdan başlayan iletişimin ilgili servisin verildiği sunuculara 
kadar giden tüm yolunu sadece sistemsel verilerle ölçmek mümkün 
görünmemektedir. Özellikle mobil cihaz ile ana şebeke sistemleri arasında yer alan 
Radyo şebekesine ilişkin verileri deneyim yaşayan kişi bazında ölçümlemek 
kompleks tasarımlar ve maliyetli yatırımlar gerektirmektedir. Bu çalışmada radyo 
şebekesinin deneyim başına etkisini ölçümlemek üzere doğruluk oranı yüksek olan 
bir model araştırılmış ve önerilmiştir. Yüksek doğruluk oranını ispatlamak üzere 
model ile elde edilen sonuçlar ile mobil cihazdan ölçülen sonuçlar karşılaştırılmış ve 
tutarlılık karşılaştırması yapılmıştır. Bu sayede şebeke seviyesinden incelenerek 
kullanıcı bazında deneyimin hesaplanmasının mümkün olabileceği ispatlanmaktadır. 
Elde edilen model ve şebekeden ölçülen veriler kullanılarak kullanıcı ve deneyim 
başına bir indikatör hesaplanması diğer metodlardan farklı olarak tüm deneyimler 
için müşteri deneyiminin elde edilmesi anlamına gelmektedir ki mobil şebeke 
operatörleri ve müşterileri için pekçok faydayı da birlikte getirmektedir. Kişisel 
deneyimin iyileştirilmesi için yapılacak çalışmalar, bugüne kadar yapılagelmekte 
olan servis veya servisin verildiği iletim yolunun iyileştirilmesi ve ardından servis 
alan tüm kullanıcıların deneyimlerinin iyileştiğini ummak olarak ifade 
edebileceğimiz yöntemden oldukça farklılıklar içermektedir. Đyi bir deneyim 
yaşamayan müşteriler için deneyimden hemen sonra alınacak aksiyonlar, daha uzun 
ve orta vadeye yayılmış genel çalışmalara nazaran çok daha erken müşteri 
memnuniyeti sağlayacaktır. Verilen servislerin temeline baktığımızda asıl amacın 
onu kullanan kişilerin memnum edilmesi, beklentilerinin karşılaması olduğu 
düşünülecek olursa kullanıcı bazlı aksiyonları ne kadar önemli olduğu anlaşılabilir. 
Ayrıca mobil operatörlerin ellerinde bulunan verileri kullanarak sürekli 
hesaplayabilecekleri kullanıcı deneyimi değerleri ile iş destek sistemlerini 
beslemeleri  başka amaçlar içinde bu verilerin kullanılabilmesine olanak 
sağlayacaktır. Bu amaçlar arasında farklılaşmış, kişiselleştirilmiş kampanya ve 
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promosyon tanımlamaları, müşteri hizmetleri ve satış sonrası destek hizmetleri 
bulunabilir. 
Bu tezin kapsamında yer almamakla birlikte, çalışma sırasında ortaya çıkan bir başka 
fikir ise radyo şebekenin deneyime etkisini modellemek yerine şebeke seviyesinden 
ölçülebilmesine ilişkin çalışmaların mümkün olacağının öngörülmesidir. Özellikle 
internet trafiğinin %90 ını taşıyan TCP protokolü kullanılarak yapılacak ölçümlerin 
mobil cihaz ile veri aktarımını kontrol eden şebeke cihazları arasındaki iletişimi 
adresleyebileceği öngörülmektedir. TCP protokolünün, kullanıldığı cihazlar arasında 
kurulan bağlantıyı sürekli kontrol altında tutması sebebiyle radyo şebekesinin 
deneyime olan etkisi şebekede yer alan cihazlar üzerinde tanımlanacak ölçüm 
parametreleri ile hesaplanabilir. Bu amaçla geliştirilecek yeni ürünler, üreticiler 
açısından değerlendirildiğinde de kullanıcı deneyimini ölçmek için ekstra maliyetler 
içermeyen ürünleri piyasaya sürmek anlamına gelecektir. 
Literatürde TCP protokolünün mobil şebekeler için modifiye edilmesi ve böylece 
daha iyi bir iletişim deneyimi sağlanması konusunda da çalışmalar olduğu 
görülmektedir. Bu açıdan bakıldığında da daha iyi bir servis verebilmek adına 
yapılan bu çalışmaların aynı derece önemle ve hassasiyetle ölçülmesinin de ne kadar 
değerli olduğu anlaşılmaktadır.  
Çalışmalar sırasında dikkat çeken bir diğer nokta ise mobil cihazların da yaşanan 
deneyim üzerinde etkilerinin olduğunun tespit edilmiş olmasıdır. Mobil cihaz tercihi 
tamamen kullanıcılar tarafından yapıldığı için memnuniyetsizlik durumunda 
değiştirilebilir, ancak deneyimde yaşanan olumsuzlukların cihaz kaynaklı olduğunun 
tespit edilmesi ve hatta akla getirilmesi bile çok kolay görülmemektedir. Literatürde 
yer alan bazı çalışmalarda mobil cihazlarda farklı yazılımlar veya parametreler 
kullanılarak mobil veri deneyiminin optimize edildiğinden bahsedilmektedir. 
Önerilen methoda ilişkin matematiksel modelleme tez kapsamında ayrı bir bölümde 
açıklanmıştır. Çalışma kapsamında bu modelin IoE hesaplaması sırasında 
kullanılması için veri madenciliği araçları kullanılmıştır. Veri madenciliği yüksek 
miktarda veri üzerinde çalışmak ve bu veriler içinde ilk bakışta veya klasik 
raporlama metodlarıyla görülemeyen bilgi parçalarını tespit etmek amacıyla 
kullanılmakta olan önemli bir bilgi teknolojisi alanıdır. Çalışma kapsamında IoE 
hesaplamasının yanısıra verinin iletim hızını ifade eden “throuhput” bilgisinin IoE ile 
nasıl değiştiğinin incelenmesi bu anlamda örnek olarak verilmiştir. Elde edilen 
bulgular oldukça ilginç sonuçlar vermektedir. 
Bu çalışmanın son bölümünde hesaplanan IoE değeri ile ilgili farklı istatistiksel 
sonuçlar olası çalışmalara ilham verebilmesi açısından paylaşılmıştır. Böylece 
kullanıcı deneyimi, hem matematiksel olarak ölçülebilen veriler, hem de deneyim 
sırasında kullanılan servisin tekrar kullanılabilirliği anlamında sayısal olarak 
ifadelendirilmiş olmaktadır. Tek bir parametre ile bu bilgiye erişebilmek bu 
çalışmayı diğerlerinden ayrıştıran önemli bir nokta olmaktadır.  
IoE değerinin doğruluğunun mobil cihaza yerleştirilmiş akıllı yazılım dışında örnek 
bir kullanıcı grubuna deneyimlerini sorarak da doğrulanması bu çalışma kapsamında 
yer almamıştır ancak değerli bilgiler sunabilecek bir çalışma olacaktır. 
IoE ve benzeri parametrelerin kullanılması ile mobil deneyimin ölçümlenmesi ve 
geliştirilmesi açısından gelecekte çok daha yaygın ve pratik hayata yansıyan 
gelişmeler olacağı öngörülmektedir. Bu alanda yapılacak çalışmalar ile kullanıcı 
deneyimini servis henüz verilirken dahi ölçümleyen yeni ürün ve servisler üretmek 
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mümkün olacağı gibi, elde edilen bilgilerin farklı alanlarda kullanılması ile çok yeni 
ve farklı uygulama alanları ortaya çıkacaktır. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Measuring user experience for any of the services that is provided by the 
telecommunication operators is becoming a key factor for the success of 
telecommunications business. Operators provide various kinds of services and 
products. Such a multitude of offers make prices decrease, and as a consequence of 
the competition, the number of services and/or operators increases. On one side, 
demand to those services and products are increasing but on the other side, the 
customer finds himself in a difficult position, being able to choose between different 
competing operators. Given comparable pricing schemes, which are considered the 
primary decision aid for many users, their subsequent choices are then likely to be 
influenced by the expected and the experienced quality.  
Telecommunication operators often find themselves in a dilemma of providing a 
diverse range of services, which increase the cost of operation but not making 
enough revenue to keep them available. Consequently, the operators’ interest in 
users’ perception of usability, reliability, quality, and price has considerably 
increased. An operator needs to be able to observe and rapidly react on quality 
problems, at best before the customer perceives them and considers churn. Facing 
this kind of quality competition, the concept of quality of experience (QoE) emerged, 
combining user perception, experience, and expectations with non-technical and 
technical parameters such as application and network-level quality of service (QoS) 
levels. On the other hand, personal experience is not something that can easily be 
measured.  
Our goal in this thesis is to design a framework, which can help us to measure the 
personal experiences of users. Methodology used within this framework should 
provide a QoE indicator that is simple quantitative and objective. There have been 
increasing amount of studies on measuring the experience, and in some of them, new 
indicators were introduced to keep track of the personal experience. To measure 
personal experience, methodologies usually focus on the end user’s opinions and/or 
devices. That seems to be the right way to measure the real experience but on the 
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other hand it is almost impossible to get this opinion from all users and/or to install a 
piece of measurement software in people’s devices. This study is introducing a 
different approach to measure personal experience by using network statistics, which 
then can be used for different purposes, such as service optimization, personel 
service offerings and network level quality improvements. 
1.1 Purpose of Thesis 
The main objective of this study is to introduce a new approach to quantify the 
quality of experience (QoE) of a user for mobile data services. The proposed 
methodology, which is different from conventional user surveys and mobile client 
software measurements, will be introduced. The study is aimed to provide a method 
to use network level statistics and radio network delay modeling. Proposed 
methodology is also tested with actual measurements through data services of 
cellular 2G and 3G networks, to identify user experience. 
1.2 Hypothesis 
There are two main questions are aimed to be answered. 
• Can we devise a methodology in order to calculate, quantify personal 
experience by using network level statistics and radio network delay 
modelling? 
• If yes, can we propose a model or framework that can measure QoE for all 
mobile data users? 
First hypothesis is that user experience can be calculated. Not measured but 
calculated. Although mostly it is measured either with users’ questionares or mobile 
client softwares, we believe that it can also be calculated by using statistical logs 
(that are produced by systems and platforms which are actively used during service 
usage) and radio network delay modeling within the acceptable limits to measured 
results. 
Second hypothesis is that radio network delay modeling can be good enough to 
estimate a QoE parameter that is close to measured QoE. The new estimated QoE 
parameter will be referred to as indicator of experience (IoE).  
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To prove both hypotheses, more than 2 millions different users and more than 30 
millions daily experiences of those users were measured for 11 consecutive days. 
That means around 350 million different experiences were measured and processed 
to calculate relevant IoEs. 
1.3 Contributions 
If both hypotheses are correct, then we will be able to obtain an indicator, which is 
calculated from already existing data. On one side, that means having an experience 
indicator will be far more faster and simpler than traditional survey models, and on 
the other side, this indicator can be calculated for each individual customer rather 
than a relatively small sample group. Having an experience indicator available for 
each customer provides a huge benefit to focus on all related customer experience 
management activities. Those activities would be like monitoring customers who 
have been continuously having bad experience and identifiying the root cause of the 
issue, or identifiying of the locations with good and bad performance. The number of 
possible usage areas can be increased since such indicator is very helpful to be used 
with other kinds of information such as customer segment, mobile equipment 
identifier, tariff, and so on.  
As data collected from variety of places get bigger in each day, it is quite crucial that 
pieces of data should be transferred into meaningful information, so it can be directly 
used. Another important contribution of this study is to provide an indicator, which is 
not only to measure technical performance of the mobile data communication, but 
also tries to identify user acceptance of the service. By this way, the indicator itself 
provides sufficient information to identify customer groups to work on. With the 
traditional, throughput base indicators, we only have the technical performance 
distribution of the communication per customer, then we need to further study on the 
customers to answer some more questions like; How often are those customers using 
the service? What is the experience distribution during their usage period? Should we 
eliminate some of those customers before taking any further actions? 
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1.4 Literature Review 
The literature related with the concept has been surveyed for by means of defining 
the main subject areas. We have to review the quality concept and quality of 
experience definition before getting into proposed QoE measurement methods and 
parameters. ITU-T, TeleManagement and Broadband forums’s definitions are given 
in next chapter. The most significant difference of this study from the others is 
coming from the QoE measurements methods. Although QoE measurement methods 
are widely spread, our proposal is quite new comparing with the other as far as we 
know of. According to [3], it is useful to distinguish and consider the validity of three 
existing approaches for measuring network service quality from a user perspective: 
• Testing user-perceived QoS 
• Surveying subjective QoE 
• Modeling media quality 
The first two approaches collect subjective data from users. The third approach is 
based on objective technical measurements. Measures of user-perceived QoS are 
subjective because they obtain the opinion of test participants when asked to rate the 
quality of a medium or detect a change in quality. Subjective user perception, the 
methodological focus has been to survey user opinion via questionnaires and rating 
scales. Computational models of media quality are objective because they model 
measurable technical parameters. They share in common the aim to assess the 
combined effects of variations in several technical parameters, inclusion of technical 
parameters that are believed to affect quality, and some scalar rating of quality as the 
main output. 
On the other hand, as it is explained in [30], two approaches to measuring QoE are 
devised: 
1. Service level performance measurements using statistical samples; 
2. Network management system (NMS) using QoS parameters. 
The first methodology relies on a statistical sample of the overall network users to 
measure the QoE for all the users in the network. This process involves the 
determination of key service weights (in the case different metrics are combined to 
form an overall user satisfaction index); the identification of QoE key performance 
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indicators (KPIs); definition of a proper statistical sample (time of day, traffic mix, 
geographic areas, etc.); collecting measurements utilizing mobile QoS agents in 
handsets; and giving an overall QoE score (index) from KPI values for each separate 
service and service mix. 
The second one is a methodology whereby QoS metrics gathered from various parts 
of the network are mapped onto QoE targets. These QoS measurements are made 
through NMS, collecting KPI figures from the network elements. The process 
involves the identification of the relationship between QoS performance and its 
effects on QoE, and rating QoE through the QoS numbers using some mapping rules. 
Our proposal similarly uses network statistics but differantiates with proposing a 
model to calculate QoE as if the measurement is taking from the user’s equipment. 
The parameter that we are proposing is called Indicator of Experince (IoE) and again 
is different from the proposed QoE parameters in the literature. 
In [8], a proposed QoE is defined as; 
“An appropriate indicator of QoE can reflect the degree of satisfaction of a user in 
EDGE networks, shedding light on the further optimization of data service network. 
The foremost issue concerned by users is the access rate, since relatively high access 
rates can reliably guarantee the quality of data services. The key performance 
indicator of EDGE networks–busy hour throughput per user is analyzed from the 
perspective of user satisfaction.” 
Definition of QoE is given in [3], as; 
“The overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived subjectively by 
the end user”. 
IoE uses QoE definition and combines “acceptability” and quantitative access rate. 
By this way, the parameter itself is closer to QoE definition comparing with the 
proposed quantitative and objective parameters that we have seen in the literature. 
“Acceptability” concept is defined latter in the document but it is basically the 
answer of ‘would you continiue to use this service?’ question after the service has 
been used for the user. 
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1.5 Organization of The Thesis 
The structure of the thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, the basics of network concept 
and QoE, the literature search results of QoE definition and measurement methods 
are given. Following with Chapter 3, methodology of the proposed approach 
presented along with the framework for IoE calculation is introduced. Experimental 
set-up and measurement results are detailed in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, 
conclusion and possible future work are stated. 
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2.  QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE  
This chapter will give some backgroung information on components of mobile data 
networks, services and quality of experience concept. It is important to understand 
the differences between QoS and QoE definitions. Existing approaches to measure 
QoE will also be discussed within this chapter. 
2.1 Background Information on Mobile Networks and Mobile Data Services 
In the early 80’s it was realized that European countries were using many different, 
incompatible mobile systems. At the same time, the need for telecommunication 
services was increasing. Due to this, Conference Europeenne des Postes et 
Telecommunications (CEPT) founded a group to specify a common mobile system 
for Europe. This group was named Groupe Speciale Mobile and the system name 
GSM arose. The abbreviation has since been interpreted in other ways, but the most 
common expression is Global System for Mobile Communication. 
During the time the GSM system was being specified it was foreseen that national 
telecommunication monopolies would be disbanded. This development set some 
requirements concerning the GSM system specifications and these requirements are 
in a way built into the specifications as listed below. 
• There should be several operators in each country. This should lead to the 
tariff and service provisioning competition. This was presumed to be the best 
way to ensure the rapid expansion of the GSM system; the prices of the 
equipment would fall and the users would be able to afford to services. 
• The system must be an open system, meaning that it should contain well 
defined interfaces between different system parts. 
• GSM networks must be built without causing any major changes to the 
already existing Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN).  
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GSM system Architecture is given Figure 2.1, where individual components and 
their functionalities and interactions within overall architecture are described below. 
 
Figure 2.1 : GSM System Network Architecture. 
The mobile station (MS) is a combination of terminal equipment and a subscriber. 
The terminal equipment as such is called mobile equipment (ME) and the 
subscriber’s data is stored to a separate module called subscriber identity module 
(SIM). The base station controller (BSC) is the central network element of the base 
station subsystem and it controls the radio network. The base transceiver station 
(BTS) is a network element maintaining the air interface. The mobile switching 
center (MSC) is the switching equipment that controls calls. The gateway MSC is the 
switching center that connects the other networks. The equipment identity register 
(EIR) is where the ME identity numbers are kept. The visitor location register (VLR) 
is a database within a MSC that the mobile subscribers’ information resides 
temporarily during subscriber is under the coverage of the specific MSC. The home 
location register (HLR) is the main database where the subscribers’ main information 
stays such as phone number and SIM card information. 
GSM services were designed based on voice and short message service (SMS) 
capabilities at the beginning. Mobile data was limited with circuit switch capabilities. 
For example the asynchronous circuit mobile data access rate was 9600 bits/sec. 
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Years later, general packet radio service (GPRS) is introduced. GPRS is a packet 
switched communication service for mobile devices that allows data to be sent and 
received across a mobile telephone network. GPRS is a step towards 3G and is often 
referred to as 2.5G. Some key benefits of GPRS can be listed as below. 
High Data Transmission Rates 
GPRS is packet switched. Higher connection speeds are attainable at around 56–118 
kbps, providing a vast improvement over circuit switched networks of 9.6 kbps data 
transmission rates. By combining standard GSM time slots, theoretical speeds of 
171.2 kbps are attainable. However in the real worl examples, data transmission rates 
of 20-50 kbps are more realistic. 
Always on connectivity 
GPRS is an always-on service. There is no need to dial up. This feature is not unique 
to GPRS but is an important standard that is a key feature, when merging the GPRS 
network with 3G. The GPRS makes services instantaneously available to any ME. 
Diverse range of applications 
Due to its higher-speed connection and always-on connectivity, GPRS networks 
enable Internet applications and services such as video conferencing straight to 
desktop or ME. Users are able to explore the Internet or their own corporate 
networks more efficiently than they could when using GSM. There is often no need 
to redevelop existing applications. 
Cost effectivity 
GSM network operators do not have to start from scratch to deploy GPRS. GPRS is 
an upgrade to the existing network that sits alongside the GSM network. This makes 
it easier to deploy, there is little or no downtime of the existing GSM network whilst 
implementation takes place, most updates are software updates, so they can be 
administered remotely and allowing GSM operators to add value to their business at 
relatively small costs. 
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Figure 2.2 : GPRS Network Architecture. 
GPRS system architecture is given in Figure 2.2. This architecture is not a 
completely separate network to GSM. Many of the devices such as the base 
transceiver stations and base transceiver station controllers are still used. Often 
devices need to be upgraded be it software, hardware or both. When deploying GPRS 
many of the software changes can be made remotely. There are however two new 
functional elements which play a major role in how GPRS works; the serving GPRS 
support node (SGSN) and the gateway GPRS support node (GGSN). These 2 nodes 
are new to the network with the other changes being small if any. The SGSN takes 
care of some important tasks, including routing, handover and IP address assignment. 
The GGSN is the “last port of call” in the GPRS network before a connection 
between an ISP or corporate network’s router occurs. The GGSN is basically a 
gateway, router and firewall rolled into one. 
EDGE/EGPRS is implemented as a bolt-on enhancement for 2.5G GSM/GPRS 
networks, making it easier for existing GSM carriers to upgrade to it. EDGE is a 
superset to GPRS and can function on any network with GPRS deployed on it, 
provided the carrier implements the necessary upgrade. EDGE requires no hardware 
or software changes to be made in GSM core networks. EDGE-compatible 
transceiver units must be installed and the base station subsystem needs to be 
upgraded to support EDGE. If the operator already has this in place, which is often 
the case today, the network can be upgraded to EDGE by activating an optional 
software feature. EDGE can carry a bandwidth up to 236 kbit/s (with end-to-end 
latency of less than 150 ms) for 4 timeslots (theoretical maximum is 473.6 kbit/s for 
8 timeslots) in packet mode. This means it can handle four times as much traffic as 
standard GPRS. 
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3G, short for third generation cellular networks, is a term used to represent the 3rd 
generation of mobile telecommunications technology. Also called Tri-Band 3G, this  
set of standards are used for mobile devices and mobile telecommunication services 
and networks that comply with the International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 
(IMT-2000) specifications by the International Telecommunication Union. 3G finds 
application in wireless voice telephony, mobile Internet access, fixed wireless 
Internet access, video calls and mobile TV. 3G was relatively slow to be adopted 
globally. 3G networks do not use the same radio frequencies as 2G so mobile 
operators must build entirely new networks and license entirely new frequencies, 
especially so to achieve high data transmission rates. Other delays were due to the 
expenses of upgrading transmission hardware, especially for UMTS, whose 
deployment required the replacement of most broadcast towers. Due to these issues 
and difficulties with deployment, many carriers were not able to or delayed 
acquisition of these updated capabilities. The 3G standard is perhaps well known 
because of a massive expansion of the mobile communications market. An especially 
notable development during this time is the smartphones (for example, the iPhone, 
and the Android family), combining the abilities of a personal digital assistant (PDA) 
with a mobile phone, leading to widespread demand for mobile internet connectivity. 
3G has also introduced the term "mobile broadband" because its speed and capability 
make it a viable alternative for internet browsing, and USB modems connecting to 
3G networks are becoming increasingly common. 
Increased use of data services along with increasing transmission rates and users 
demand on diverse services and applications are creating an issue to be resolved for 
operators. Operators need to keep their subscribers within their network to increase 
revenue and profit. The way to achieve this objective is not the service rates 
anymore. Operators need to focus on quality of experience. 
2.2 Quality Concept 
The term “Quality” is often used, but not often defined in the literature. You will find 
a variety of usages in any dictionary but a “degree of excellence” is the closest. 
Quality can be good or bad, or somewhere in between.  Quality assurance controls 
work. When you control your activities, you build in safety and efficiencies, and 
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when the work is completed, you can show evidence of satisfactory completion. All 
of this provides confidence in your ability to manage your work.  
The concepts of QoS and QoE have been the study of various standards 
organizations, as summarized below. 
ITU-T 
Within the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T), Study Group 12 
is the lead group responsible for QoS and QoE. Some of their main recommendations 
include the following: 
• ITU-T G.1010 provides guidelines with regard to key QoS factors impacting 
the user. It focuses on delay, delay variation, and information loss and gives 
performance targets for various applications (e.g., conversational voice, audio 
streaming, Web browsing, and others) that would meet user expectations 
[24]. For instance, SMS is classified as a low priority transaction service, and 
therefore it is argued that tens of seconds in delivery delay are acceptable. 
Again, the purpose of this recommendation is to serve as a guide and not to 
set forth definitive requirements, since actual target values would be left to 
the operator to decide. 
• ITU-T G.1030 provides a model for estimating the performance of data 
applications over Internet Protocol (IP) networks [24]. This model consists of 
three steps:  
1) Network performance assessment,  
2) Application performance assessment, 
3) Perceptual performance assessment.  
The third step is the one that introduces the idea of user experience 
(perception). This can be viewed as an “opinion model” similar to the E-
model defined in [36] which maps end user experience from the network 
layer up to the application layer. The recommendation includes a model for 
web browsing, but other applications are left for further study. 
• ITU-T G.1070 provides an opinion model for computing video telephony 
QoE based on a series of speech and video parameters [24]. The model 
consists of three functions: 1) video quality estimation, 2) speech quality 
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estimation, and 3) multimedia quality integration functions. The outputs are 
multimedia quality, video quality influenced by speech quality, and speech 
quality influenced by video quality; however, the model is based on very 
specific terminals and environments. An extension to accommodate other 
conditions is a topic for further study. 
Broadband Forum 
Broadband Forum has also taken on the task of defining QoE and its relationship to 
QoS [31], although their target is triple play applications (i.e., video [both broadcast 
and on-demand], audio, and best-effort Internet data). Other applications are left for 
future work. Their definition of QoE is consistent with that of ITU-T in that it is 
viewed as a measure of overall performance from the user’s perspective, whereas 
QoS is a measure of network performance. Their goal is to provide a clear 
relationship between the two so that given a set of QoS measurements, one could 
estimate the QoE for a user, and likewise, given a target QoE, one could calculate the 
required network performance. 
TeleManagement Forum 
The TeleManagement Forum (TM Forum) looks at QoE from the service level 
agreement (SLA) management perspective, as would be expected. The TM Forum 
defines key quality indicators (KQIs) and key performance indicators (KPIs) as 
measurements of perceived quality rather than network performance [41,42], which 
is consistent with ITU-T and Broadband Forum views on QoE. KQIs are constructed 
from KPIs, and KPIs are derived from network performance measurements. For 
instance, an example KQI is the “percentage of sessions that experience delay of X 
or above,” and a corresponding KPI is the session startup delay, which is derived 
from network performance measurements. 
Having reviewed the organizations, we can get back to quality discussion and its 
usage. QoS or QoE parameters are widely used in the context of mobile networks. 
QoE is defined as the measure of how well a system or an application meets the 
user’s expectations. This concept is different from QoS, which focuses on measuring 
performance from a network perspective. For instance, QoE focuses on user-
perceived effects, such as degradation in voice or video quality, whereas QoS 
focuses on network effects such as end-to-end delays or jitter. QoS is related with 
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“How well does the network perform?” whereas QoE is answering “Did the service 
meet customer expectations?” question. Of course, QoE is directly related to QoS, 
but the challenge for an operator is to have the right set of tools and processes to map 
the QoS at the network level to the QoE at the user and session levels and have the 
ability to control it.  
As it was indicated, operators introduce new services to generate revenue and that 
makes the concept of QoS/QoE measurements more complex. Current mobile 
networks support traffic beyond the traditional data types, such as email, file sharing, 
or web traffic. Mobile data networks share a common medium with more sensitive 
forms of traffic, like voice and video. These sensitive traffic types often require 
guaranteed or regulated service, as such traffic is more susceptible to the various 
obstacles of network communication, including the ones explained below. 
Lack of Bandwidth – Describes the simple lack of sufficient throughput, which can 
severely impact sensitive traffic. Increasing bandwidth is generally considered the 
best method of improving network communication, though often expensive and time-
consuming. 
Delay – Defines the latency that occurs when traffic is sent end-to-end across a 
network. Delay will occur at various points on a network. 
Jitter – Describes the fragmentation that occurs when traffic arrives at irregular 
times or in the wrong order. Jitter is thus a varying amount of delay. Voice 
communication is especially susceptible to jitter.  
Data Loss – Defines the packet loss that occurs due to link congestion. A full queue 
will drop newly arriving packets - an effect known as tail drop. 
Although QoS and QoE are mostly used together when the discussion is on quality, 
there are differences and QoE is the one that concentrates on end user. Therefore, we 
need to further investigate on QoE. It is cleary defined in [3] that QoE measurements 
are subjective since the concept is related with the end users’ opinion and/or 
perception. Definitions of QoE are: 
• “The overall acceptability of an application or service, as perceived 
sublectively by the end user” [3] 
• “…the term to describe user perceptions of the performance of a service” [3]. 
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Since the QoE definition mentions acceptability, we need to focus on the 
acceptability in some more details. The most appropriate dictionary definition for 
“acceptability” is “the quality or state of meeting one's needs adequately”. In 
literature, there is a specific model that describes acceptability. The technology 
acceptance model (TAM), developed by Davis (1989), explained in [28] is one of the 
most influential research models in studies of the determinants of information 
systems and information technology acceptance to predict intention to use and 
acceptance of information systems and information technology by individuals.  
In the TAM, there are two determinants including perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness. Perceived usefulness is the degree to which an individual 
believes that using a particular information system or information technology would 
enhance his or her job or life performance. Perceived ease of use is the degree to 
which a person believes that using a particular information system or information 
technology would be free of effort. Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness 
positively affect the attitudes toward an information system; and further, positively 
affect the individuals’ intentions to use and the acceptance of the information system. 
In addition, the perceived ease of use positively affects the perceived usefulness, and 
both of perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness are influenced by external 
variable, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3 : Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). 
Another definition of acceptability is proposed in [26] is “willingness to pay”. The 
concept of willingness to pay defines acceptability as a simple outcome of an 
economic decision process, whereas TAM treats acceptability as a multidimensional 
phenomenon, but does not provide a distinct definition. However, these concepts are 
targeted towards acceptability before actual usage and thereby neglect user decisions 
made during the stage of actual system usage. Furthermore, the TAM model can 
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predict an individual’s attitude concerning the use of an application but fails to 
include a norm as a determinant of intention.  
Pyykko et al. [32], have defined acceptability in the context of Mobile Video QoE as 
“binary measure to locate the threshold of minimum acceptable quality that fulfills 
user quality expectations and needs for a certain application or system.” This 
definition is equally applicable to mobile broadband services and acknowledges the 
influence of multiple dimensions such as context of usage, stress, etc. on 
acceptability in use. But, the binary measure can be the answer of “Yes/No” question 
to individual, which then become subjective. It is extremely important for operators 
to define and measure QoE as objective and quantitave as possible. By this way, QoE 
or a similar indicator then become usefull and applicable for further analysis and 
studies [6,10]. 
Based on these studies we can conclude that the question becomes how to assess the 
acceptability in the context of subjective QoE evaluations. Usually, assessments are 
carried out by means of subjective user testing, with quality parameters such as 
bitrate, packet loss rate etc. being controlled by the operator and the resulting QoE 
being assessed via ordinal scales. One of the best-known scale is the absolute 
category rating (ACR) scale [41], [42] as standardized by the ITU-T given in Figure 
2.4. 
For mobile data traffic, an example of QoE indicator is defined in [8] as the range of 
throughput. “…QoE indicator is established as excellent (when busy hour minimum 
throughput per user is more than 120 kbps), good (when busy hour minimum 
throughput per user is less than 120 kbps), terrible (when busy hour minimum 
throughput per user is less than 30 kbps).” 
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Figure 2.4 : Examples scales for measuring subjective responses: a) qualitative scale 
b) quantitative scale. 
With the help of ACR scale, we can collect subjective measures as quantitative data 
and assess satisfaction level. Then, by redifining the acceptability definition, we will 
be introducing a new indicator that represents simple to use, objective and 
quantitative QoE in the following chapter. Hence we first need to overview the 
methods of measuring QoE for further details before the proposal. 
2.3 QoE Measurement 
There are mainly three existing approaches for measuring network service quality 
from a user perspective. 
• Testing user-perceived QoS 
• Surveying subjective QoE 
• Modeling media quality 
The first two approaches collect subjective data from users. The third approach is 
based on objective technical measurements. As it is defined in [3]; 
Testing User-Perceived QoS 
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Measures of user-perceived QoS are subjective because they are based on the 
opinion of test participants. There are some advantages of this approach. Using a 
direct measure of user perception, it is very user-centered. Because the user 
perception data is collected in laboratory experiments with standardized methods, 
there is a high level of control.  
As user perception is recorded for known levels of QoS, such as transmission delay 
or packet loss, a direct comparison may be made between systems of different 
technical performance. There are, however, two critical disadvantages of the 
approach, as deltailed below. 
First, the end-user focus is entirely in the perceptual domain. This means that the 
measures concern human ability to detect or recognize different media. Typically, 
work in this area does not measure user behaviors and interaction that result from 
usage after perception. Also, important QoS changes may be small enough to be 
unconsciously perceived but still affect behavior; for example, even when people do 
not notice 170 ms audio-video asynchrony in a video, their ratings of the speaker are 
negatively affected [5].  
Indeed, the added value of new network services is largely expected to result from 
the creation of interactions that are human-like, in which case many of the factors 
involved in natural human interaction with other people and the physical world 
represent automatic behaviors of which we are not conscious. For example, we are 
not usually aware of our human reliance on the normal frequency and duration of 
head nodsand speakers’ lip-shape information when communicating: artificial 
modification of the frequency and duration of head nods can disrupt abilities to 
communicate; and without lipshape information, listeners cannot tolerate as much 
noise interference because humans automatically blend lip-shape information with 
heard speech in order to understand what is said. Therefore, user performance and 
experience may not be the same as user perception. 
The second disadvantage of the user-perceived QoS approach is related to the first 
item: because many of the user behaviors enabled by network services are associated 
with unconscious psychological factors, there should not be a reliance on the test 
participants’ self-reporting of opinion. Just as in other areas of psychological 
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research, accepted good practice requires identifying and measuring objective 
behaviors, with subjective measures of user opinion used mainly as a supplement. 
Surveying Subjective QoE 
Whereas QoS concerns measures of technical characteristics that affect service 
performance [38], QoE should concern measures from users. The concept of 
subjective QoE extends beyond user-perceived media quality to include measures 
such as usability and user satisfaction [25, 39]. However, this work views QoE as 
entirely subjective. With this conceptual focus on subjective user perception, the 
methodological focus has been to survey user opinion via questionnaires and rating 
scales. However, the study of user behavior should not rely on user opinion. 
Typically, the only attention to objective measures concerns the technology and not 
the users, such as measures that can be automatically collected by QoS monitoring 
tools (e.g., call blocking and terminal streaming buffer status) [30]. In these cases 
QoE is inferred from indirect technical measures, and user tests are necessary to 
identify and validate the relationship between the technical parameters and actual 
user behavior. 
Modeling Media Quality 
Computational models of media quality are objective because they model measurable 
technical parameters [38]. They share the aim to assess the combined effects of 
variations in several technical parameters, inclusion of technical parameters that are 
believed to affect quality, and some scalar rating of quality as the main output. 
There are some important advantages of the computational model approach. It is 
user-centered because it selects and models parameters on their basis to influence 
quality from a user perspective. Indeed, modeling user satisfaction is often an 
objective. The models are standardized, as with user-perceived QoS rating 
procedures, so this body of work can benefit from confidence in the comparison of 
results. Once a valid and reliable model has been developed and learned, it may be 
quicker and cheaper to apply than performing tests with people. 
Examples of the last approach include using a mobile device agent [21,22,27]. It is 
shown in these studies that quantitative measurement is easily extracted from those 
agents and then used for service improvement activities. But deployment of mobile 
device agent to users’ devices has some issues. First, it can only be deployed to ones 
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who accept to install that software in their devices. Meaning not all users’ experience 
will be monitored. Second, usually installing software brings some with security 
concerns, such as sharing some personnel data or uncontrolled access to users’ 
devices. 
After reviewing of the definitions and the measurement methods, now we can 
introduce our proposal and the framework in the following chapter. 
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3.  INDICATOR OF EXPERIENCE ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK 
Before defining a framework to calculate the proposed indicator of experience (IoE), 
we need to explain what is used at measurement process. Looking through the 
communication path helps us to identify important points. The proposal given below 
provides the details. 
3.1 Proposal 
Within this study, our first aim is to use network level statistics to calculate a new 
QoE indicator within the acceptable limits to QoE, which is measured from a mobile 
agent.  If we can prove that network level statistics are useful source of data 
comparing with the mobile agent then it would be much easier to collect 
measurements and use them for further analysis. It is an important step to calculate 
QoE since the need of mobile agent installation and/or user opinion surveys will then 
only be used for data validation purposes rather than being the source for QoE 
measurement. 
Since the mobile data traffic is taking place in between mobile device and the server 
that provides the requested service, it is important that we should understand the 
communication path that affects the quality of communication. For data 
communication, throughput is the key factor affecting the quality [8]. There are 3 
components that model the overall data communication: the mobile equipment, 
mobile network and Internet (including application servers).  
The mobile equipment usually initiates the communication then process and presents 
the data coming from the destination servers. Device performance is also critical for 
the end user experience. The good news is the end user can manage this compenent, 
if he/she is not happy with the performance of the device. 
As detailed in Chapter 2, the mobile network resides between the mobile equipment 
and the Internet. It consists of radio network, where there is some transmission delay 
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occurs and core network, which routes and/or switches the radio network data traffic 
to Internet or servers where the applications run. See Figure 2.2 for the detailed 
illustration.  
The Internet is the remaining part of the communication path. It is a global system of 
interconnected computer network that use the standard Internet protocol suite (often 
called TCP/IP, although not all applications use TCP) to serve billions of users 
worldwide.  
As aformentioned, an example of QoE indicator for data traffic is defined in [8] as 
the range of throughput. One of the ideas of this study is that the throughput can be 
calculated for each individual experience by modeling and/or measuring end-to-end 
communication by using network level statistics and models. If so, then we need to 
measure QoE as defined in [8] for each individual experience. 
Having QoE or quantified throughput calculated, the next question should be 
answered is, how we can utilize and use the personel experience information. Is it 
really giving us the correct experience level or a level that is acceptable and useful? 
If we remember, acceptability definition is used within the definition of QoE in [26].  
• “binary measure to locate the threshold of minimum acceptable quality that 
fulfills user quality expactations and needs for a certain application or 
system.” 
By using quantified throughput, we will identify some level of satisfaction. But is it 
acceptable by the user? At this point, we need to revisit the acceptability definition. 
If a service is being used for a person frequently for a specified period, then we can 
talk about some level of acceptance of that service. That is the binary answer of 
“Would you keep using this service?” question. The more the service is used, the 
more the acceptance is high. You might think of some services that there might be a 
necessity to use the services frequently. For that reason, satisfaction level should stay 
in the picture. By the combination of quantized throughput and the usage frequency, 
we introduce indicator of experience (IoE) to measure personal data traffic 
experience. Quantised throughput is also giving QoE like indication as defined in [8]. 
Therefore, IoE for data communications can be defined as the level of throughput 
and frequency of service usage or service acceptance. Using both acceptability and 
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quatized throughput definition, we introduce a new parameter called IoE, Indicator of 
Experience.  
Having stated the main objectives, now we can introduce the notation for the 
proposed framework. 
Notation: 
Let’s define the indices first. Assume; 
Let k ∈ {1,2,3,….,K} represent the index for days and j ∈  {1,2,3,…,J} be the user 
index. Each data connection of user j is tracked by using i ∈  {1,2,3,….,I}. Now let 
us define the following variables: 
Sk,j,i : Size of downloaded data within a day of k of user j’s ith connection. 
Tk,j,i : Duration of connection within a day of k of user j’s ith connection. 
Ck,j : Total number of connection within a day of k of user j 
Mk,j,i : Measured duration of connection within a day of k of User j’s ith connection. 
Step 1: 
First, let’s find the QoE per user. Most parameters related with throughput define as 
indicating peak throughput. However, within this study we use the average 
throughput since we are looking at a period rather then a one-time experience.  
Estimation of Tk,j,i is based on measured delay which is measured in the gateway 
during training phase and an estimated delay that is calculated from radio network 
delay modelling which will be detailed in Chapter 4. 
Tk,j,i = Mk,j,i + ET(Sk,j,i ) (3.1) 
where ET(Sk,j,i ) represents the calculated delay based on estimated radio network 
delay which is a function of Sk,j,i. 
Then, average daily throughput per user is defined as DTk,j     
DTk,j = 
,× 		,,		,,


 
 
(3.2) 
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Since the avarage throughput is the overall average of whole period. It can be 
calculated as; 
where  
,  = 1	, , 	> 	00	, , = 	0  (3.4) 
represents the daily usage. QoE(j) is a parameter of quantized throughput per user, 
which is defined in [8] and given in Figure 3.1, where the average throughput is 
translated into QoE parameter by using ACR Scale. 
Figure 3.1 : QoE vs Avarage Throughput (kbps). 
Step 2: 
IoE is defined as a function of QoE and the user acceptability. User acceptability 
itself is a function of number of connections (number of service usage) and the usage 
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frequency during the monitoring period. Therefore, we need to find out average 
usage rate, ) according to the given relation 
) = ∑ ,	*$% 		∑ &,	*$% 	  (3.5) 
To figure out user acceptability, we can define a parameter to obtain usage 
frequency, as  
 
+  = ∑ , 	,(  (3.6) 
According to usage frequency +  and the avarage use rate, users can be separated 
into groups. Let’s define x and y as numbers and represents usage frequency and use 
rate correspondingly. Then user groups can be defined as;  
Users = - Frequent,																																																																													+ 	> 	5	and	) > 	8Infrequent,																									+ 		> 	1	;<=	+ 		< 	5		or	+ 		> 	5	and	) 	< 	8Out	of	Scope,																																																																																													+ 		= 	1	 
Finally, we can calculate IoE with the indicator function below:    
IoEj = CDQoE(E), ), +	F (3.7) 
The IoE for this study is calculated according to Figure 3.2, where relations among 
QoE, IoE and user groups are presented. Definitions of the variables for this study 
are; 
 k	∈	{1,2,3,….,11} represent the index for days, j	∈	 	{1,2,3,…,2292725} be the user 
index, i	∈		{1,2,3,….,216408} is the number of data connection of user j, x is 6 and y 
is 4. 
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Figure 3.2 : QoE, IoE and Usage Frequency Distributions. 
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4.  EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND NETWORK DELAY MODELING 
This section describes the IoE measurement setup and the methodology. In this 
study, mobile data network of a Turkish mobile operator Avea, which supports 
research & development activities openly and widely, was utilised. A mobile agent 
was used to collect data directly from mobile equipment, which is used for validation 
of the model.  
4.1 Experimental Set-up and Modeling Fundamentals 
Before establishing a proper test setup, some initial ampirical tests were done to 
make sure controlled test environment can be set up. Ampirical tests were done by 
data enabled mobile equipment and some example files placed in a specific URL. 
File downloading experiences were observed and downloading times were noted. It 
is observed during those ampirical tests that mobile equipments’ performances were 
differs although the tests run under exactly same conditions. This means that mobile 
equipments are playing an important role for the mobile data communication and 
affects the user perception of the mobile data experience. Since the mobile 
equipment is changeable and controlled by the user, this subject is not discussed 
further withinh this study, but noted as another possible future study area. On the 
other hand, ampirical test results were also compared with mobile agent and gateway 
measurements to prove that those measurements represent the real user experience. 
After having set up the test environment with mobile agent and the gateway, detailed 
tests were run. During the course of the test session, which was scheduled for 7 
consecutive days starting from 29/08/2012, agent software collected great amount of 
data traffic information for each session established by mobile equipment. There 
were 29 different files used with different sizes and the total number of session was 
over 3000. For each session, different sizes of files from an Internet web page, which 
simulates an ordinary download expeience, were downloaded every hour. Data sizes 
were starting from 25 kbytes up to 5 Mbytes.  
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Statistics about each experience were stored in the agent and then sent back to 
mobile agent manager including information like response time, downloaded data, 
cell identifier, and return code. The cell identifier was not used within this study but 
it can be very useful information for the cell level optimisation studies for the future 
studies. From the information sent by the agent, throughput was calculated for the 
each experience:     
U = V) (4.1) 
where U denotes the troughput for a particular data transmission session, V 
represents the downloaded data size and ) is the response time. The unit of U is 
kilobits per second (kbps).  
4.1.1 Mobile agent software 
Mobile agent software resides in the Mobile Equipment and has different software 
modules to collect and manage the statistics. Please see Figure 4.1 for the details of 
modules explanation. Basically, the Agent collects the statistics results, periodically 
sends them back to configured mobile agent manager, which resides at a server and 
remotely configures and manages all mobile agents. Both mobile agent and mobile 
agent manager are java codes.  
 
Figure 4.1 : Technical setup of Mobile Agent Measurement. 
With the initiation of the Agent software, mobile starts making data calls for the 
specified URLs and collects the statistics. Settings of the mobile agent code can be 
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configured remotely and by this way different tests are run. Logical flow diagram is 
given in Figure 4.2 below. 
 
Figure 4.2 : Logical Flow Chart of the Mobile Agent Software. 
4.1.2 Network statistics 
Network statistics were collected from a platform that is usually called gateway or 
proxy as shown in Figure 4.3. There is plenty of information resides within its log 
files but a subset of information was used within the content of this study. The 
information that is find in the data like URL, ContentSize from and to the Terminal, 
Session Id, RespondTime, Source and Destination IP Address, ReturnCode and URL 
Time. It is very important to note that throughput calculation should be done with the 
correct parameters when the network statistics are used. In our example, if the 
parameter ‘URL Time’ is used (which is the standard time measurement most of the 
cases), we end up with having a great throughput value since it only measures the 
time passes between URL Request timestamp and the URL Response timestamp. 
That means measurement is done only for the Internet part of the overall 
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communication. Please see Figure 4.5. To be able to measure the best possible 
throughput value, two more timestamp parameters needed to be enabled in gateway 
after discussing with the gateway producer’s research and development center for 
this study.  
• Request in timestamp: the time when the first part of the request was received 
from the terminal. 
• Response out timestamp: the time when the last part of the response was sent 
to the terminal. 
By including those two parameters in our calculation, we introduced the core 
network delay into our whole communication path. Although, this will give us a 
better throughput regarding the end user’s experience, it is not enough yet to measure 
end-to-end throughput from gateway. The radio network delay needs to be included 
in the calculations. Since the traffic that we are trying to model is TCP traffic, which 
is carrying around %90 of the total mobile data traffic [12, 14, 15], measuring end-
to-end delay on the mobile for different size of data files should give us information 
to model the radio network delay. To explain the significance of radio network delay, 
let’s review one of the initial tests. 
 
Figure 4.3 : Network level statistic collection. 
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For the initial tests, ampirical observation of download time was noted by hand, TCP 
dumps were taken from gateway and network statistics of gateway were noted 
altogether. To explain radio network delay, it is worth sharing an example of a 
sample result of one of the initial tests. 
The test was prepared to download a file size of 1,695,367 bytes from a specific 
URL. It takes 89 seconds to download according to our own observation, whereas 
tcpdump from gateway was meausured 73 seconds as well as the statistics from 
gateway itself measured 73 seconds. Each measurement point was measuring exactly 
1,695,367 bytes, which proves that the measurement was done for the same test. The 
difference of 16 seconds is the radio network delay for this specific case. 
It is not very deterministic to figure out the radio network delay for each experience, 
since it depends on the radio network conditions, but in our observation period we 
figured out that radio network delay could be modeled within an acceptable level by 
using a derivation model explained in [20].   
4.2 Radio Network Delay Model Calculation 
As it was explained, we have used data collected by a mobile agent application. 
Radio network delay was measured by the mobile agent in order to be used as 
outcome of the mobil data communication. The delay was also measured from the 
gateway as QoS and represents the reference data. The derivation of QoE-QoS 
relationships was explained in [20]. We use the same methodology to build radio 
network delay model. The derivation builds on quality comparisons between: 
• The so-called reference, by which we mean undistorted content such as image or 
video, or an undistorted service such as a download activity. In our case, it is the 
download activity measured by the gateway. 
• The outcome of the transmission in form of a potentially distorted image or video, 
or a delayed download activity. In our case, it is the download activity measured by 
the mobile agent. 
A distortion of the outcome may affect the quality of the content (e.g., image quality) 
and/or timing (e.g., fluidity of a video, download times, service activation time). 
Then the QoE relates to the remaining quality of the outcome after such a distortion.  
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References play an important role when it comes to rating the quality of the outcome. 
Evidently, the closer the quality of the outcome comes to that of the reference, the 
better the QoE. In the optimal case both the reference and the outcome match and the 
network between can be considered transparent. The impact of distortions can be 
expressed with aid of utility functions.  
Depending on the object of interest, we can observe the content and the related 
network traffic on different levels. Observation on the application level implies 
examination of the payload, which makes it possible to get a detailed picture of the 
content, and on the timing of reference and outcome. Problems with the latter may 
arise from network nodes and links and the network stacks in the end systems, as 
well as from the implementation of the application. Additionally, measurements on 
the network level may be conducted. This implies investigation of the flow of 
packets in terms of completeness, timeliness, and pattern analysis regarding bursty 
losses or correlated delays. The metrics that are used in the modeling are; 
Full reference (FR) metrics: Both reference and outcome are available, and allow 
for detailed subjective and objective comparisons of images, videos, download times 
(on the application level), packet traces (on the network level), and so on. 
No reference (NR) metrics: Quality information has to be extracted from the 
outcome, as no reference is available. This is a typical online situation with focus 
solely on the resulting quality as perceived by the end user (evaluated through 
observations and questions) or its representative (an algorithm). In a networking 
context, NR metrics usually lack the possibility of discerning between quality 
problems stemming from the very reference and additional disturbance by the 
network. 
Reduced reference (RR) metrics: For reference and outcome, the same set of 
parameters are derived and compared. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the different FR, NR, and RR quality metrics and their required 
inputs. For the FR metric, the reference A as well as the outcome B are available, 
allowing to estimate the QoE by FR(A,B). For the NR metric, only the outcome B is 
available, yielding NR(B). For the RR metric, in addition to the outcome B, the 
measured parameters X are available on the receiver side. Thus, the quality is 
estimated as RR(B,X). 
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Figure 4.4 : Illustration of different quality metrics to derive radio network delay. 
For the training set, (reference data) a test setup was established, as shown in Figure 
4.4, where WAP GW is used by mobile devices to reach Internet. WapAgent is the 
mobile agent software and collects the statistics at the Mobile Equipment. Similar 
statistics about the same session are also collected by WAP GW. WapAgent sends 
the collected statistics to Statistics central database and those statistics are compared 
with the statistics collected by WAP GW. By this way we have FR(A,B). That means 
the reference A, which is gateway measurement and outcome B, which is WapAgent 
measurement are both available for the FR(A,B).  
The mathematical model, which is defined for calculating radio network delay, is 
shown in Figure 4.5, where the mobile agent and the gateway collect the relevant 
data. 
 
Figure 4.5 : Radio Network Delay Calculation Model. 
In our system, WX and WXY are defined as request time and response time respecively, 
The time between request taking from the client and response to client is defined at 
the Gateway as below; 
∆[\= W] ^ W(Y (4.2) 
The radio network delay ∆[ 	 is calculated. Delay introduced by radio network is the 
transmission period of data download from the gateway. As you remember, the 
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derivation model is used to define outcome and reference data corresponding with 
mobile agent and Gateway measurements. The same model is used to calculate radio 
network delay. To measure the radio network delay, different sizes of files are used, 
which are given in the Table 4.1 below. As it was explained before, each file was 
downloaded for 120 times during 7 days of testing period.  
Table 4.1 : Used File Sizes. 
Test 
Number 
File 
Size 
(Bytes) 
Test 
Number 
File 
Size 
(Bytes) 
Test 
Number 
File 
Size 
(Bytes) 
1 25506 11 510987 21 1555061 
2 50673 12 613641 22 1784547 
3 101705 13 716525 23 2063726 
4 153170 14 818782 24 2571186 
5 204338 15 921005 25 3097460 
6 255584 16 1024917 26 3602712 
7 306298 17 1135159 27 4102092 
8 358238 18 1241450 28 4528194 
9 409187 19 1337028 29 5159251 
10 460354 20 1451323     
The results are normalized by calculating avarage delay time for each file size.  
Table 4.2 : Normalised comparison results in seconds. 
File Size (Bytes) Wap Gateway Wap Agent Diff (sec) 
25506 0,801429311 5,411825675 4,610396364 
50673 0,906259728 6,617391574 5,711131846 
101705 1,056250032 7,744885135 6,688635104 
153170 1,247433063 8,929681764 7,682248702 
204338 1,84374036 11,07325288 9,229512522 
255584 3,180903781 13,56096866 10,38006488 
306298 4,767273309 15,87407629 11,10680298 
358238 6,477216543 18,08403999 11,60682345 
409187 8,85313795 20,50706955 11,6539316 
460354 11,61575648 23,26197151 11,64621503 
510987 14,98573416 26,25031937 11,26458521 
613641 18,469784 29,52079184 11,05100783 
716525 21,99210543 33,22967539 11,23756996 
818782 26,02845062 37,20873943 11,18028881 
921005 30,48233 41,6207 11,13837 
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Some of the results are given in Table 4.2 in seconds, above. Each file was 
downloaded 120 times and the average of those 120 results is given below in Table 
4.2 As it is noticed in the table, the difference in delay increases when the file size is 
increased. That is also given in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. Those figures below present that a 
logarithmic function can model the radio network delay. The results are similar to 
expected distribution of TCP traffic, which is decribed in [12, 29].
Figure 4.6 : Measured delay: Comparison between gateway and mobile client. 
Figure 4.7 : Measured Delay Difference vs File Sizes. 
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Figure 4.7 shows us that when the downloaded file size gets bigger the delay 
introduced by the radio network gets smaller. That is because of the TCP traffic 
charecteristics, which is explained in next section. The file itself is divided into small 
pieces of variable packet lengths and each piece is transferred separately as the TCP 
is designed. The function works better when the file size gets bigger. Figure 4.7 also 
has a trendline, which is a graphical representation of trends in data that you can use 
to analyze problems of prediction, which can be obtained through regression 
analysis. This is the result of our training operation. A logarithmic trendline is a best-
fit curved line that is most useful when the rate of change in the data increases or 
decreases quickly and then levels out.  
According to our testing result the radio network delay can be presented as below 
equations. DL is defined as downloaded data amount in downlink direction. Please 
note that, the formulas below are not always the same even for the same network, but 
the logarithmic model will stay valid, only the constant values will be different. As 
we define in Figure 4.5; 
∆[= ∆[% + ∆[b  (4.3) 
∆[%and ∆[b are not obtainable individually. If we define the file size fs ∈	{1,2,3,….,B}	in	terms	of	number	of	bytes,	T1	and	T2	are	constant	numbers	for	duration,	a	and	b	 are	 constant	 numbers,	 then ∆[ is defined as a logarithmic function similar to 
below and its value changes according to file size: 
∆[ = -U1	jkl																																																																																							Vm < Cj1	+8Wk;n<(Vm) ^ 																																						Vm ≥ Cj1	+8Wk	;<=	Vm < Cj2	+8WkU2	jkl																																																																																						Vm ≥ Cj2	+8Wk        (4.4) 
According to our measurement result, logarithmic function of  ∆[ is found as below: 
∆[ = -6,2	jkl																																																																																							Vm < 25.000	+8Wk1.8099n<(Vm) ^ 	12,144		Vm ≥ 25.000	+8Wk	;<=	Vm < 5.000.000	+8Wk15,9	jkl																																																																															Vm ≥ 5.000.000	+8Wk      (4.5) 
After having ∆[ is calculated, then throughput per each experience can also be 
calculated as an end-to-end throughput, as it is given below: 
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Uℎq = DL ∗ 8(∆st + ∆s) ∗ 1000 (4.6) 
Note that in (4.6), unit of Uℎq is again kbps. From thes figures, average daily 
throughput vales are calculated as it is given in formula (3.2) in previous chapter. 
To be able to use the function we must calculate the quantized throughput with the 
calculated radio network delay and compare it with the one measured by the mobile 
client application. Reminding that QoE is defined as a range of throughput in [8], 
calculated result should still be close enough to represent the real experience. To 
prove this, measured throughput from mobile agent statistics and calculated 
throughput from network statistics are compared for all the tests’ avarage. The results 
are given in Figure 4.8 below. As it is noticed, model is working better right after the 
file sizes reaches 2 MB. This is because of the logarithmic characteristics of the 
model. 
Figure 4.8 : Avarage Mobile Client QoE vs WAPGW QoE Distribution. 
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networks needs attention. Surprisingly, the performance of TCP over cellular 
networks has been under-explored compared to its importance to mobile data traffic, 
probably due to the closed nature of cellular networks. The TCP protocol makes it 
possible to ensure reliable data transfer, although it uses the IP protocol, which does 
not include any monitoring of datagram delivery. In reality, the TCP protocol has an 
acknowledgement system enabling the client and server to ensure mutual receipt of 
data. When a segment is issued, a sequence number is linked to it. Upon receipt of a 
data segment, the recipient machine will return a data segment where the ACK flag is 
set to 1 (in order to signal that it is an acknowledgement) accompanied by an 
acknowledgement number equal to the previous sequence number. In addition, using 
a timer that starts upon receipt of a segment at the level of the originator machine, the 
segment is resent when the time allowed has passed, because in this case the 
originator machine considers that the segment is lost. In many cases, it is possible to 
limit the number of acknowledgements, in order to relieve traffic on the network, by 
fixing a sequence number at the end of which an acknowledgement is required. This 
number is in fact stored in the window field of the TCP/IP header.  
Mobile computing is an emerging new computing paradigm that will allow users to 
access data and services “anywhere, anytime”. We can identify at least two types of 
mobile users based on observed patterns of user behavior. [33] One type of user 
model is where the user travels away from home and accesses her data from a remote 
stationary location, and the second model is one where the user accesses her data 
while on the move. 
A cellular network infrastructure is typically used to connect mobile users to the 
Internet. A geographical region, is divided into cells each of which contains a base 
station that provides a connection end-point for mobiles. The base stations are 
connected to the wired infrastructure to provide access to Internet. A cell may be as 
small as tens of meters in diameter or as large as some kilometres in diameter. 
Smaller cells are useful if we need to provide higher bandwidth to the users but 
results in smaller cell latencies that, in turn, cause frequent handovers. In order to 
maintain connections for mobile users, it is necessary to keep track of their location, 
ensure that the network can route packets to the user's current location.  
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If we use TCP without any modification in mobile networks, we experience a serious 
drop in the throughput of the connection. There are several reasons for such a drastic 
drop in TCP throughput. 
The Effect of a High Bit Error Rate (BER) 
It has been suggested that the wireless link suffers from a high bit error rate. Bit 
errors cause packets to get corrupted which result in lost TCP data segments or 
acknowledgements. When acknowledgements do not arrive at the TCP sender within 
a short amount of time, the sender retransmits the segment, exponentially backs off 
its retransmit timer for the next retransmission, and closes its congestion window to 
one segment. Repeated errors will ensure that the congestion window at the sender 
remains small resulting in low throughput. [33]  
The Effect of Disconnections 
In a mobile environment, as a user moves between cells, there is a brief blackout 
period (or disconnection) while the mobile performs a handoff with the new MSC. 
Disconnections may also be caused by physical obstacles in the environment that 
block radio signals, such as buildings. If a cell contains many users, some 
connections may not receive any bandwidth for large time periods (call blocking). 
Disconnection periods can be of the order of several seconds causing packet loss or 
delay in the transmission of acknowledgements of received packets. These 
disconnections result in lost data segments and lost ACKs which, in turn, result in the 
TCP sender timing out and closing its congestion window, thus greatly reducing the 
efficiency of the connection. 
The Effect of Frequent Disconnections 
It is likely that in order to provide high-bandwidth wireless connections, cell sizes 
will have to be reduced. Small cell sizes unfortunately result in small cell latencies 
that, in turn, cause frequent disconnections as a user roams. Another problem caused 
by small cell latencies and frequent disconnections is that of serial timeouts at the 
TCP sender. A serial timeout is a condition wherein multiple consecutive 
retransmissions of the same segment are transmitted to the mobile while it is 
disconnected. Since the retransmission timer at the sender is doubled with each 
unsuccessful retransmission attempt (until it reaches 64 sec), several consecutive 
failures can lead to inactivity lasting several minutes. 
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4.4 Measurement Results 
Mobile agent statistics are collected to measure end-to-end data communication 
quality. Table 4.3 is a sample of the statistic, which is collected from the mobile 
client, showing that DL, location of Mobile Equipment, request and response times 
and success of the communication are obtainable.  
Table 4.3 : Mobile Client Measurements. 
Time Return Code 
Response 
Time Cellid Lac 
Dowload 
(Byte) 
26.8.12 12:40 200 7670 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 12:44 200 8820 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 12:54 200 10882 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 13:19 200 17126 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 13:22 200 36053 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 13:46 200 8601 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 14:11 200 9929 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 14:26 200 8082 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 14:53 200 8241 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 15:16 200 7450 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 15:41 200 7927 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 16:06 200 8221 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 16:31 200 8121 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 16:56 200 8420 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 17:21 200 8187 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 17:46 200 9547 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 18:11 200 9879 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 18:36 200 9272 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 19:01 200 8047 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 19:26 200 8583 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 19:31 200 8460 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 19:56 200 8007 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 20:21 200 8521 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 20:46 200 8545 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 21:11 200 8787 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 21:37 200 12663 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 22:01 200 9139 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 22:26 200 15723 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 22:51 200 8679 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 23:16 200 8808 30782 23413 160125 
26.8.12 23:41 200 15678 30782 23413 160125 
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If we remember, the data was used for two main purposes. One was to validate the 
calculated throughput value with the measured throughput value during training set. 
And the second one was to help us to develop a model for the radio network delay. 
WAP GW statistics are used for measuring Internet and the core network delay 
altogether. Also used for developing the model for radio network delay. A sample is 
given in Table 4.4 below. Please note that there is more information available in 
gateway logs but we only accessed and processed the necessary part for our model 
calculations. 
Table 4.4 : WapGW Statistic Samples. 
Content 
Size to 
Terminal 
Http 
method 
Return 
Code Request In Time Request Out Time 
160125 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:39:58.459329106 
2012-08-26 
10:39:59.183263796 
103956 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:39:53.516559625 
2012-08-26 
10:39:54.028182697 
47723 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:39:49.834797420 
2012-08-26 
10:39:51.141738888 
254567 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:40:16.299796019 
2012-08-26 
10:40:17.406672805 
200303 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:40:06.357437569 
2012-08-26 
10:40:07.226113021 
412090 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:44:49.660599338 
2012-08-26 
10:44:57.879857136 
617060 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:45:37.863516634 
2012-08-26 
10:45:57.397577495 
47723 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:50:03.381549248 
2012-08-26 
10:50:04.661498562 
103956 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:50:06.920051271 
2012-08-26 
10:50:07.479196787 
832290 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:46:40.642785822 
2012-08-26 
10:47:07.956637187 
718791 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:46:09.885415142 
2012-08-26 
10:46:29.477756614 
160125 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:43:57.895745556 
2012-08-26 
10:43:58.597378260 
200303 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:44:07.118762618 
2012-08-26 
10:44:08.015785446 
160125 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:50:11.960549346 
2012-08-26 
10:50:15.825725604 
47723 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:43:49.615259668 
2012-08-26 
10:43:50.981078633 
103956 GET 200 2012-08-26 2012-08-26 
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OK 10:43:52.859332326 10:43:53.320184141 
922568 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:47:17.434526045 
2012-08-26 
10:47:44.857415821 
309740 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:44:32.277164429 
2012-08-26 
10:44:33.374777644 
515725 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:45:13.257924202 
2012-08-26 
10:45:23.889781525 
515725 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:55:15.740603886 
2012-08-26 
10:55:26.389392621 
254567 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:44:19.222118367 
2012-08-26 
10:44:21.290342783 
254567 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:54:19.237890504 
2012-08-26 
10:54:21.876647231 
160125 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:53:52.340374982 
2012-08-26 
10:53:53.064986504 
309740 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:54:34.040681074 
2012-08-26 
10:54:44.256758938 
412090 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:54:53.603815034 
2012-08-26 
10:55:04.220777572 
718791 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:56:06.236549526 
2012-08-26 
10:56:25.375422033 
103956 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:53:47.483919233 
2012-08-26 
10:53:47.983436353 
47723 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:53:43.699310279 
2012-08-26 
10:53:44.975296123 
832290 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:56:41.081601508 
2012-08-26 
10:57:07.097517051 
617060 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:55:39.631244235 
2012-08-26 
10:55:56.127251073 
897924 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:48:02.335076870 
1970-01-01 
00:00:00.000000000 
922568 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:57:20.252376174 
2012-08-26 
10:57:48.679226325 
200303 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:54:03.502699147 
2012-08-26 
10:54:06.370684865 
1135159 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:58:48.740139680 
2012-08-26 
10:59:28.056926473 
1024917 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:58:00.724560544 
2012-08-26 
10:58:36.956071674 
2063726 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
11:05:20.122257748 
2012-08-26 
11:06:44.816574268 
1241450 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
10:59:37.917581941 
2012-08-26 
11:00:28.040459760 
1555061 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
11:02:49.437162483 
2012-08-26 
11:03:46.675539067 
1337028 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
11:00:38.300017741 
2012-08-26 
11:01:28.477343139 
1784547 GET 
200 
OK 
2012-08-26 
11:03:58.283044599 
2012-08-26 
11:05:11.254418623 
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4.5 IoE Calculation 
After having calculated throughput for end-to-end communication, individual 
quantized throughput (QoE) can be added into calculation. The definition of the data 
QoE has established as excellent (or 5) (when minimum calculated average 
throughput per user is more than 120 kbps), good (or 4)  (when minimum calculated 
average throughput per user is less than 120 kbps), average (or 3) (when calculated 
minimum average throughput per user is less than 60 kbps while more than 30 kbps), 
poor (or 2) (when calculated minimum average throughput per user is less than 30 
kbps), terrible (or 1) (when calculated minimum average throughput per user is less 
than 15 kbps) as given in [8]. 
After having the training session, quantized throughput calculation can be done by 
using the radio network delay modeling and core network measurements. During the 
actual experience measurement sessions, throughput has been calculated for each 
individual experience throughout the consecutive 11 days for more than 2 millions 
distinct users starting on 12/08/2012. All calculations proposed in the framework 
such as delay, throughput, quantized throughput is done per user and great amount of 
data has been processed. Each day, the gateway has measured around 30 million 
individual experiences. 
Collected data has proposed by the data-mining tool, which numerous data analysis 
functionalities are available. The overall goal of the data mining process is to extract 
information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for 
further use. Aside from the raw analysis step, it involves database and data 
management aspects, data preprocessing, model and inference considerations, 
complexity considerations, post-processing of discovered structures, visualization, 
and online updating.  The data analysis process is commonly defined with the stages: 
(1) pre-processing, (2) data mining, and (3) results validation. 
Pre-processing 
Before data mining algorithms can be used, a target data set must be assembled. As 
data mining can only uncover patterns actually present in the data, the target data set 
must be large enough to contain these patterns while remaining concise enough to be 
mined within an acceptable time limit. Pre-processing is essential to analyze the 
multivariate data sets before data mining. The target set is then cleaned. Data 
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cleaning removes the observations containing noise and those with missing data. In 
our study, daily datas are pre-processed and aggregated data of 11 days per user is 
prepared. Unsuccessfull transactions are cleaned. 
Data mining 
Data mining involves six common classes of tasks: 
• Anomaly detection (Outlier/change/deviation detection) – The identification 
of unusual data records, that might be interesting or data errors and require 
further investigation. 
• Association rule learning (Dependency modeling) – Searches for 
relationships between variables. For example a supermarket might gather data 
on customer purchasing habits. Using association rule learning, the 
supermarket can determine which products are frequently bought together 
and use this information for marketing purposes. This is sometimes referred 
to as market basket analysis. 
• Clustering – is the task of discovering groups and structures in the data that 
are in some way or another "similar", without using known structures in the 
data. 
• Classification – is the task of generalizing known structure to apply to new 
data. For example, an e-mail program might attempt to classify an e-mail as 
"legitimate" or as "spam". 
• Regression – Attempts to find a function which models the data with the least 
error. 
• Summarization – providing a more compact representation of the data set, 
including visualization, data gathering, data analysis, report generation and 
representation. 
Within our study, association rule learning,clustering and summarization functions 
are used. Relations between User class, QoE and IoE are investigated, which is one 
of the significant studies in this thesis. Clustering of avarage throughput is also 
analysed related with the IoE parameter distribution and finally the summary of the 
processed data is collected to issue the complexity of the analysed subject of this 
study. 
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Results validation 
The final step of knowledge discovery from data is to verify that the patterns 
produced by the data mining algorithms occur in the wider data set. Not all patterns 
found by the data mining algorithms are necessarily valid. It is common for the data 
mining algorithms to find patterns in the training set which are not present in the 
general data set. This is called overfitting. To overcome this, the evaluation uses a 
test set of data on which the data-mining algorithm was not trained. The learned 
patterns are applied to this test set and the resulting output is compared to the desired 
output. Result validation was not used in our study since mobile agent data was used 
for the validation purposes. 
Coming back to our datamining results, throughput values are not only calculated for 
each individual experience but also daily average throughput values and associated 
QoE parameter values are calculated as well. The acceptability definition in [20] is 
used to describe quality of experience. The same definition is used by identifying 
which individuals are frequent users, non-frequent users and which ones are only 
visiting. If a user is not happy with the service that he/she has experienced, then 
he/she will not be volunteer to use the same service again. Therefore, we can rewrite 
this sentence as “if a person continues to use a service for a period of time, then the 
level of happiness of the person is accepted as high.” By looking at this perspective, 
we use the definition below for the practice of this study; 
• If a person used the service at least 6 out of 11 days (more than half of the 
period) and again used the service at least 2 times per each day, then the service is 
marked as accepted and the user is marked as frequent user. 
• If a person has seen only one day, than he/she is marked as Visitor and the 
usage is out of scope of this study. 
• Otherwise, he/she is marked as infrequent user and the service is marked as 
not accepted. 
Frequent users should be the ones who are having better experience than others are, 
since they continue to use the service as defined in [20]. After identifying the 
frequency of service usage and quantized throughput, and then we can introduce IoE 
as function of both. The definition is given in Table 4.5 below. 
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Table 4.5 : IoE definition related with QoE and Frequency of service usage. 
IoE QoE Frequent (y/n) 
Non 
Frequent 
(y/n) 
Visitor (y/n) 
5 5 Y N N 
5 4 Y N N 
4 3 Y N N 
3 2 Y N N 
2 1 Y N N 
4 5 N Y N 
3 4 N Y N 
2 3 N Y N 
1 2 N Y N 
1 1 N Y N 
0 5 N N Y 
0 4 N N Y 
0 3 N N Y 
0 2 N N Y 
0 1 N N Y 
Quatised thpoughput itself is defined as a good enough QoE parameter in [8]. 
Therefore, we expect to see that users with better QoE values should be the ones who 
use the services more often. The results proved that statement, as they are given in 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 below.  
 
Figure 4.9 : Quantised Throughput Distribution among Frequent Users. 
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Figure 4.10 : Quantised Throughput Distribution among Infrequent Users. 
However, in this study, we use IoE, since it is much closer the quality of experience 
definition. The Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are presenting the IoE distribution among the 
same users whose QoE results are given in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. 
 
Figure 4.11 : IoE Distribution among Frequent Users. 
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Figure 4.12 : IoE Distribution among Infrequent Users. 
With the IoE parameter is added to the picture, we can see that acceptability has 
changed the results. Throughput is a metric that can be measured or calculated much 
easily but it does not mean itself that the experience is measured correctly. Table 4.6 
shows us that the average throughput values are different for frequent and infrequent 
users for the same IoE value. That means that if a user is satisfied with the 
experience he/she is getting from a service, he/she is not really expecting a higher 
throughput values. 
Table 4.6 : Throughput Distribution Among Users. 
IoE Frequent Thp (Bps) 
Non 
Frequent 
Thp (Bps) 
Visitor 
Thp (Bps) 
0 
  
880 
1 
 
1477 
 
2 1370 5155 
 
3 2891 10130 
 
4 5311 23281 
 
5 12157     
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5.  CONCLUSION 
Data traffic is rapidly increasing each day and the importance of having a good 
experience for people is a key factor for their contunious usage. On the other hand, 
measuring QoE for each person who is using data service is not something that can 
be achieved easily. Existing approaches are concentrating on either using sampling 
or market researches. Within this study our aim was to bring a new approach for 
measuring QoE for each person who is using a data service, by using network level 
statistics instead of agent software or individual reseach. By this way, QoE and IoE 
are calculated for every individual person who uses the service. That gives us full 
covarege of quality of experience measurement rather than a small sample group. 
Measuring all experiences rather than a small sample group really makes the 
difference and brings valuable data on which operators can act. 
Because the data is already available or ready to be accessed for the mobile 
operators, calculating IoE for each person by using the proposed estimation 
framework will be much easier and usefull. Each operator needs to figure out its 
radio network delay, ideally for various locations and revisit them if necessary by 
comparing the results with mobile agent’s ones. Our testing setup is concentrating on 
TCP traffic and downlink mobile data, which is 90% of the Internet traffic but it can 
also be modified for different services and even for different smart phones. 
Furthermore, we believe that the proposed framework is easy enough to implement, 
so that can be usefull for further studies. Such studies would be like network 
optimization, customer experience management, customer retention, reduction of 
operational costs by reducing customer complaints, increasing efficiency in capacity 
planning through increased knowledge. 
To double check the model, results gathered from our model can be rechecked with 
survey results. Sample set of customers are selected from the framework and a 
survey is sent to compare the results. That would provide further information to 
understand how good the framework works for customer perception. 
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Another important study would be done working with the gateway producers. If the 
gateway itself can measure the radio network delay by modifiying its software. 
Monitoring the TCP/UDP traffic and collecting the data for each communication 
transaction, the gateway may become a QoE/IoE based mobile data proxy. That 
removes the radio network delay modelling part from our framework and gives much 
better results for the overall QoE/IoE calculations. Since retransmission plays an 
important role for the performance of mobile data communication, measuring delay 
and throughput for each individual experience at the gateway makes a significant 
difference by providing customer experience measurement for the mobile operators. 
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APPENDIX A  
 
CLASS WapAgentMain.java  Application initilisation class. 
 
METHOD main  Application initilisation method. 
 
METHOD WapAgentMain  Main method. 
 
CLASS WapAgentMainScreen.java  Class that enables GUI functions. 
 
METHOD WapAgentMainScreen  Creates buttons,menus and screens. 
 
CLASS ButtonListener  Listener class for the buttons. 
 
             METHOD fieldChanged  Listener method for the buttons. 
 
             METHOD SetSystemEnabledTrue  Controls the URL entry and sets 
relavent paremeters to start mobile data communication. 
 
             METHOD SetSystemEnabledFalse  Set the parameters to their initial 
values when the application stops. 
 
CLASS HttpCallOperations.java  Covers URL control methods. 
 
                METHOD GetUrlContent  Reads the input URL and starts the mobile 
data communication and returns the result. 
  
                METHOD GetUrlLogStatus  Collects HTTP return code, HTTP 
response time, CELL ID, LAC ID, number of downloaded bytes for the relavent 
URL and returns those results. 
 
CLASS MyThread  Sets multi treading function for given URL.  
 
                METHOD run  Main method for the MyThread class. 
 
CLASS CellOperations  Main class for collection of CELL ID, LAC ID, 
MSISDN. 
 
                METHOD GetCellid  Method for collecting CELL ID. 
 
                METHOD GetLAC  Method for collecting LAC ID. 
 
                METHOD GetMSISDN  Method for collecting MSISDN.  
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APPENDIX B 
 
Observed by human intervantion: 
  
MSPTESTTS1://var/log/miep/tel/group2 # date 
Wed May 16 15:48:21 CEST 2012 
MSPTESTTS1://var/log/miep/tel/group2 # date 
Wed May 16 15:51:12 CEST 2012 
DIFF: 171sn 
Total Size: 1,695,367 
 
Measured by Gateway:  
<TE0> 
<E0>72935</E0> 
<E1>MIEP</E1> 
<E2>0</E2> 
<E3>905013160495</E3> 
<E5>http://www.xxx.com/speedtest/speedtest3.jpg</E5> 
<E44>4</E44> 
<E7>0</E7> 
<E6>1695367</E6> 
<E117>1695367</E117> 
<E118>0</E118> 
<E59>315</E59> 
<E21>GET</E21> 
<E33>10.248.28.1542012-05-16 15:38:54.247325422</E33> 
<E31>GPRS</E31> 
<E30>10.248.28.161</E30> 
<E52>hawap</E52> 
<E27>hawap</E27> 
<E26>10.248.28.154</E26> 
<E25>184.168.197.1</E25> 
<E15>1</E15> 
<E18>200 OK</E18> 
<E38>Mozilla/5.0 (SymbianOS/9.2; U; Series60/3.1 NokiaN95/21.0.016; 
Profile/MIDP-2.0 Configuration/CLDC-1.1 ) AppleWebKit/413 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Safari/413</E38> 
<E22>*</E22> 
<E39>en;q=1.0,fr;q=0.5,de;q=0.5,tr;q=0.5,it;q=0.5,nl;q=0.5</E39> 
<E42>2012-05-16 13:48:21.428758484</E42> 
<E41>2012-05-16 13:48:21.888811146</E41> 
<E120>2012-05-16 13:48:21.334911879</E120> 
<E121>2012-05-16 13:50:43.486519745</E121> 
<E8>20120516155043</E8> 
<E132>1000</E132> 
</TE0> 
  
DIFF: 142sn 
Total Size: 1,695,367 
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APPENDIX C 
 
%macro dataprep (lib, in, sf); 
 
data &lib..&in; 
set &lib..&in; 
TP = (8*contentsizetoterminal / (diff_sec+delay)); 
where msisdn ne "" and httpmethod ne "CONNECT"; 
run; 
 
proc sort data = &lib..&in; 
by msisdn; 
run; 
 
data &lib..&in._ct; 
set &lib..&in; 
by msisdn; 
retain count&sf tps&sf; 
if first.msisdn then do; 
count&sf = 0; 
tps&sf = 0; 
end; 
count&sf = count&sf + 1; 
tps&sf = tps&sf + tp; 
if last.msisdn then do; 
output; 
end; 
keep msisdn count&sf tps&sf; 
run; 
 
%mend; 
 
data trans.wap_data_sum; 
merge 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120805_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120806_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120807_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120808_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120809_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120810_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120811_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120812_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120813_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120814_CT 
trans.WAP_DATA_20120815_CT 
; 
by 
msisdn; 
run; 
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data trans.wap_data_sum; 
set trans.wap_data_sum; 
 
/* Flags for Day Count */ 
if count0805 > 0 then count0805f = 1; else count0805f = 0; 
if count0806 > 0 then count0806f = 1; else count0806f = 0; 
if count0807 > 0 then count0807f = 1; else count0807f = 0; 
if count0808 > 0 then count0808f = 1; else count0808f = 0; 
if count0809 > 0 then count0809f = 1; else count0809f = 0; 
if count0810 > 0 then count0810f = 1; else count0810f = 0; 
if count0811 > 0 then count0811f = 1; else count0811f = 0; 
if count0812 > 0 then count0812f = 1; else count0812f = 0; 
if count0813 > 0 then count0813f = 1; else count0813f = 0; 
if count0814 > 0 then count0814f = 1; else count0814f = 0; 
if count0815 > 0 then count0815f = 1; else count0815f = 0; 
 
/* Throughput Average per Day */ 
tp0805 = tps0805 / count0805; 
tp0806 = tps0806 / count0806; 
tp0807 = tps0807 / count0807; 
tp0808 = tps0808 / count0808; 
tp0809 = tps0809 / count0809; 
tp0810 = tps0810 / count0810; 
tp0811 = tps0811 / count0811; 
tp0812 = tps0812 / count0812; 
tp0813 = tps0813 / count0813; 
tp0814 = tps0814 / count0814; 
tp0815 = tps0815 / count0815; 
 
run; 
 
data test.wap_data_sum; 
set test.wap_data_sum; 
sum_days = sum (of count0805f count0806f count0807f count0808f count0809f 
count0810f count0811f count0812f count0813f count0814f count0815f); 
sum_counts = sum (of count0805 count0806 count0807 count0808 count0809 
count0810 count0811 count0812 count0813 count0814 count0815); 
average_count = sum_counts / sum_days; 
min_tp = min (of tp0805 tp0806 tp0807 tp0808 tp0809 tp0810 tp0811 tp0812 tp0813 
tp0814 tp0815); 
max_tp = max (of tp0805 tp0806 tp0807 tp0808 tp0809 tp0810 tp0811 tp0812 
tp0813 tp0814 tp0815); 
mean_tp = mean (of tp0805 tp0806 tp0807 tp0808 tp0809 tp0810 tp0811 tp0812 
tp0813 tp0814 tp0815); 
total_tp = sum ( of tp0805 tp0806 tp0807 tp0808 tp0809 tp0810 tp0811 tp0812 
tp0813 tp0814 tp0815); 
average_tp = (total_tp / sum_days); 
run; 
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/* Modify Accept Reject Numbers Here */ 
data test.wap_data_sum; 
set test.wap_data_sum; 
if sum_days = 1 or average_tp = 0 then status = "OutofScope"; 
else if sum_days > 5 and average_count >= 2 then status = "FreqUser";  
else status = "NonfreqUse"; 
run; 
 
/* Modify QoE Here */ 
data test.wap_data_sum; 
set test.wap_data_sum; 
if average_tp < 1875 then QoE = "1"; 
else if average_tp > 1875 and average_tp < 3750 then QoE = "2"; 
else if average_tp > 3750 and average_tp < 7500 then QoE = "3"; 
else if average_tp > 7500 and average_tp < 15000 then QoE = "4"; 
else QoE = "5"; 
run; 
 
data test.wap_data_sum; 
set test.wap_data_sum; 
if QoE = "5" and status = "FreqUser" then IoE = "5"; 
else if QoE = "4" and status = "FreqUser" then IoE = "5"; 
else if QoE = "3" and status = "FreqUser" then IoE = "4"; 
else if QoE = "2" and status = "FreqUser" then IoE = "3"; 
else if QoE = "1" and status = "FreqUser" then IoE = "2"; 
else if QoE = "5" and status = "NonfreqUse" then IoE = "4"; 
else if QoE = "4" and status = "NonfreqUse" then IoE = "3"; 
else if QoE = "3" and status = "NonfreqUse" then IoE = "2"; 
else if QoE = "2" and status = "NonfreqUse" then IoE = "1"; 
else if QoE = "1" and status = "NonfreqUse" then IoE = "1"; 
else if QoE = "5" and status = "OutofScope" then IoE = "0"; 
else if QoE = "4" and status = "OutofScope" then IoE = "0"; 
else if QoE = "3" and status = "OutofScope" then IoE = "0"; 
else if QoE = "2" and status = "OutofScope" then IoE = "0"; 
else if QoE = "1" and status = "OutofScope" then IoE = "0"; 
run; 
 
proc means data = test.wap_data_sum min median max; 
class status; 
var min_tp max_tp average_tp; 
run; 
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APPENDIX D 
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APPENDIX E 
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APPENDIX F 
 
/** 
 * 
 * @author Cem Kefeli 
 * @Copyright © by Cem Kefeli on 2012 - All rights reserved. 
 * CellOperations 
 */ 
 
package Core; 
 
import net.rim.blackberry.api.phone.Phone; 
import net.rim.device.api.system.GPRSInfo; 
 
public class CellOperations { 
 public static int GetCellid() { 
  return GPRSInfo.getCellInfo().getCellId(); 
 } 
 // 
 public static int GetLAC() { 
  return GPRSInfo.getCellInfo().getLAC(); 
 }  
 // 
 public static String GetMSISDN() { 
  return Phone.getDevicePhoneNumber(true); 
 }   
} 
 
/** 
 * 
 * @author Cem Kefeli 
 * @Copyright © by Cem Kefeli on 2012 - All rights reserved. 
 * HttpCallOperations 
 */ 
 
package Core; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import javax.microedition.io.Connector; 
import javax.microedition.io.HttpConnection; 
import java.util.Date; 
 
public class HttpCallOperations { 
 public static String GetUrlContent(String Destination) { 
        HttpConnection HTTPConn = null;         
        InputStream IS = null; 
        // 
        try { 
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         String DestUrl = Destination+";deviceside=true;ConnectionUID=WAP2 
trans"; 
         HTTPConn = (HttpConnection)Connector.open(DestUrl); 
         if(HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 200) { 
    IS = HTTPConn.openInputStream(); 
    int len = (int)HTTPConn.getLength(); 
    byte[] data = null; 
    if (len > 0) { 
          int actual = 0; 
          int bytesread = 0 ; 
          data = new byte[len]; 
          while ((bytesread != len) && (actual != -1)) { 
             actual = IS.read(data, bytesread, len - bytesread); 
             bytesread += actual; 
          } 
    }     
    return new String(data);            
         } 
         else { 
          return null;          
         } 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
         return null;  
        } 
        finally { 
         if (IS != null) { 
    try { 
     IS.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
         if (HTTPConn != null) { 
    try { 
     HTTPConn.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
        } 
 } 
 //  
 public static Core.Structures.UrlLog GetUrlLogStatus(Core.Structures.Alarm 
Alarm) throws Exception { 
        HttpConnection HTTPConn = null; 
        InputStream IS = null; 
        try {       
         Core.Structures.UrlLog UrlLog = new Core.Structures.UrlLog(); 
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         String DestUrl = 
Alarm.TrackedUrlAddress+";deviceside=true;ConnectionUID=WAP2 trans"; 
         HTTPConn = (HttpConnection)Connector.open(DestUrl); 
         HTTPConn.setRequestProperty("Cookie", "User-Identity-Forward-
msisdn=393035353532353532363236;"); 
         HTTPConn.setRequestProperty("User-Agent", "Nokia6070/2.0 (03.20) 
Profile/MIDP-2.0 Configuration/CLDC-1.1"); 
         long StartTime = new Date().getTime(); 
         IS = HTTPConn.openInputStream(); 
         if ( HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 200 ) { 
          StringBuffer RAW = new StringBuffer(); 
          String DataS; 
          int Len = 0;                     
          int Size = 0; 
          byte[] Data = new byte[1024*10]; 
          while ( -1 != (Len = IS.read(Data)) ) { 
           String received = new String(Data, 0, Len); 
           RAW.append(received); 
           Size += Len; 
           } 
          DataS = RAW.toString(); 
          DataS = null;            
         }           
         /* 
         else if ( HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 400 ) { 
          Classes.Sms SendAlert = new Classes.Sms();           
         }  
         else if ( HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 504 ) { 
          Classes.Sms SendAlert = new Classes.Sms();           
         } 
         */                   
         /* 
         if ((HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 
HttpConnection.HTTP_MOVED_TEMP) || (HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 
HttpConnection.HTTP_MOVED_PERM)) { 
         } 
         */ 
         long StopTime = new Date().getTime(); 
         long TimeDifference = StopTime - StartTime; 
         UrlLog.TrackedUrlId = Alarm.TrackedUrlID; 
         UrlLog.TrackedUrlReturnCode = HTTPConn.getResponseCode(); 
         UrlLog.ResponseTime = TimeDifference; 
         UrlLog.CellId = CellOperations.GetCellid(); 
         UrlLog.Lac = CellOperations.GetLAC(); 
         UrlLog.DownloadedByte = HTTPConn.getLength(); 
         UrlLog.IsOnlineAdded = 1; 
         UrlLog.LogTimestamp = "null"; 
         UrlLog.AlarmId = Alarm.AlarmID; 
         return UrlLog; 
        } 
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        catch (Exception e) { 
         return null; 
        } 
        finally { 
         if (IS != null) { 
    try { 
     IS.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
         if (HTTPConn != null) { 
    try { 
     HTTPConn.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
        } 
 } 
 // 
 private static boolean SendRequestUrlLog(String UrlLogRequest) throws 
Exception { 
        HttpConnection HTTPConn = null; 
        InputStream IS = null; 
        try {       
         String DestUrl = UrlLogRequest+";deviceside=true;ConnectionUID=WAP2 
trans"; 
         HTTPConn = (HttpConnection)Connector.open(DestUrl); 
         IS = HTTPConn.openInputStream(); 
         if ( HTTPConn.getResponseCode() == 200 ) { 
          return true;         
         }           
         else { 
          return false; 
         } 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
         return false; 
        } 
        finally { 
         if (IS != null) { 
    try { 
     IS.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
         if (HTTPConn != null) { 
    try { 
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     HTTPConn.close(); 
    }  
    catch (IOException e) { 
    } 
         } 
        } 
    } 
 // 
 public boolean RequestUrlLog(Core.Structures.UrlLog UrlLog,  
   Core.Structures.Alarm Alarm,  
   Core.GlobalSettings GlobalSettings, 
   Core.Structures.Settings Settings) { 
        try {                         
         MyThread RequestThread = new MyThread(UrlLog, Alarm, GlobalSettings, 
Settings); 
         RequestThread.start(); 
      return true; 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
         return false; 
        } 
    }  
 // 
 public static class RequestUrlStatus { 
  public static final int wAgentServiceSuccess = 10; 
  public static final int wAgentServiceFailed = 11; 
  public static final int UrlSuccess = 21; 
  public static final int UrlFailed = 20;   
 } 
 // 
 public class MyThread  extends Thread { 
  Core.Structures.UrlLog UrlLog; 
  Core.Structures.Alarm Alarm; 
  Core.GlobalSettings GlobalSettings; 
  Core.Structures.Settings Setting; 
  // 
  public MyThread(Core.Structures.UrlLog UrlLog,  
    Core.Structures.Alarm Alarm,  
    Core.GlobalSettings GlobalSettings, 
    Core.Structures.Settings Settings) { 
   this.UrlLog = UrlLog; 
   this.Alarm = Alarm; 
   this.GlobalSettings = GlobalSettings; 
   this.Setting = Settings; 
  } 
     public void run() { 
   try {    
             String UrlLogRequest = 
GlobalSettings.getWebServicesRootPath()+"/AgentServices/AgentOperationsLegacy
.aspx" 
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       +"?Operation=InsertUrlLogByMembers" 
       +"&TrackedUrlID="+UrlLog.TrackedUrlId 
       +"&TrackedUrlReturnCode="+UrlLog.TrackedUrlReturnCode 
       +"&AgentID="+UrlLog.AgentID 
       +"&ReponseTime="+UrlLog.ResponseTime 
       +"&CellID="+UrlLog.CellId 
       +"&Lac="+UrlLog.Lac 
       +"&DownloadedByte="+UrlLog.DownloadedByte 
       +"&LogTimestamp="+UrlLog.LogTimestamp 
       +"&AlarmId="+UrlLog.AlarmId 
       +"&IsOnlineAdded="+UrlLog.IsOnlineAdded; 
       System.out.println("UrlLogRequest: "+UrlLogRequest); 
       boolean Result = 
Core.HttpCallOperations.SendRequestUrlLog(UrlLogRequest); 
        
       System.out.println("Alarm.DesiredReturnCode: 
"+Alarm.DesiredReturnCode); 
       System.out.println("UrlLog.TrackedUrlReturnCode: 
"+UrlLog.TrackedUrlReturnCode); 
       if(!Result && Setting.IsProblemSmsEnabled) { 
        System.out.println("SendRequestUrlLog: Fail");  
           new Core.SmsOperations().SendSMS(Setting.SmsNumber,  
            
 Core.SmsOperations.CreateSmsText(Core.HttpCallOperations.RequestUrlSta
tus.wAgentServiceFailed,  
               UrlLog.TrackedUrlId,  
               UrlLog.TrackedUrlReturnCode,  
               UrlLog.AgentID));         
  
       } 
   } 
   catch(Exception Exc) { 
      
   }    
     } 
 } 
} 
 
/** 
 * 
 * @author Cem Kefeli 
 * @Copyright © by Cem Kefeli on 2012 - All rights reserved. 
 *  
 */ 
 
package WapAgent; 
 
import net.rim.device.api.ui.UiApplication; 
 
/** 
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 * This class extends the UiApplication class, providing a 
 * graphical user interface. 
 */ 
public class WapAgentMain extends UiApplication 
{ 
    /** 
     * Entry point for application 
     * @param args Command line arguments (not used) 
     */  
    public static void main(String[] args) 
    { 
        // Create a new instance of the application and make the currently 
        // running thread the application's event dispatch thread. 
        WapAgentMain theApp = new WapAgentMain();        
        theApp.enterEventDispatcher(); 
    } 
     
 
    /** 
     * Creates a new WapAgentMain object 
     */ 
    public WapAgentMain() 
    {         
        // Push a screen onto the UI stack for rendering. 
        pushScreen(new WapAgentMainScreen()); 
    }     
} 
 
/** 
 * 
 * @author Cem Kefeli 
 * @Copyright © by Cem Kefeli on 2012 - All rights reserved. 
 * WapAgentMain 
 */ 
 
package WapAgent; 
 
import net.rim.device.api.ui.UiApplication; 
 
/** 
 * This class extends the UiApplication class, providing a 
 * graphical user interface. 
 */ 
public class WapAgentMain extends UiApplication 
{ 
    /** 
     * Entry point for application 
     * @param args Command line arguments (not used) 
     */  
    public static void main(String[] args) 
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    { 
        // Create a new instance of the application and make the currently 
        // running thread the application's event dispatch thread. 
        WapAgentMain theApp = new WapAgentMain();        
        theApp.enterEventDispatcher(); 
    } 
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